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From the Chair
By Kari Lerner
Hurricane Ian ripped through Lee
County with devastating results that
will be endured for years to come.
Our sincerest condolences to those
who have lost family and friends, and
to those who suffered damage to their
homes.

data needs and to Ellie Rubenstein
for tirelessly reaching out to
volunteers to ensure we have the
people in place where we need them.

The Democratic Party of Lee County
has united with the Lee County
Democratic Black Caucus, the Charlie
Crist and Howard Sapp campaigns,
and several local churches and senior
The last thing many want to think
housing facilities to offer rides to the
about is the election. For our
polls. We are also offering to make
community, our state, and our nation,
appointments to drive anyone to vote
we must not lose sight of the fact that
who may need transportation. Please
the fate of our democracy still rests
contact the office to volunteer to
with the outcome of this election.
drive. Call 239-939-2866.
Those of us whose lives may not be
quite as severely impacted by the
We also need volunteers to call
storm need to step forward, redouble voters who have not yet voted, to
our efforts, and get our Democratic
distribute slate cards to voters at
voters to the polls. Turnout to date
voting locations, and to deliver slate
has been abysmal but we still have
cards to the doors of Democrats who
time to turn it around.
have not yet voted.
The Florida Democratic Party has
helped us by sending texts and
robocalls to voters most likely to have
been displaced, thanks in no small
part to the efforts of our own Renard
Biltgen. Special thanks also go out to
Dan Rotigel for jumping in with our

We can still
make a
difference but
time is running
short. Please
volunteer and
donate today.

Voting in the Wake of Ian
Hurricane Ian has forced many
changes in procedures for the 2022
Election that is already underway in
Florida. Here is important
information you may need to be sure
you are able to make your vote

count this year. The last day to
update your address for Vote-ByMail was last Saturday, October 29,
so if you don't receive a VBM ballot,
you'll need to vote in person.
Continued on page 4
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What’s at Stake in this Election
There's a lot riding on the outcome of this year's election. Republicans have already signaled some of the
things on their agenda. Here are just a few of them. Tell your friends!

On the Economy
Many people say that the Economy is their #1 issue. Despite
record employment statistics, positive growth, and receding
gasoline prices, Republicans have certainly tried to hang the
blame for the post-Covid economic dislocation on the Biden
Administration, but what are their economic plans?
•
•

•
•

Extending the Trump tax cuts that favored the top 1%
Repealing or reversing provisions of the Inflation Reduction
Act's including prescription drug reform, tax reform, and
clean energy policies
Opposing improvements to the Affordable Care Act
Blocking the Administration's Student Loan Relief Plan

On Social Security and Medicare

Warning #2: Republicans have already introduced
legislation to repeal key IRA provisions that would
Social Security and Medicare are the foundation of raise prescription drug costs on millions of
security for seniors, families, and people with
Americans. Four Republican Senators – Mike Lee,
disabilities. Social Security provides guaranteed,
Marco Rubio, Jim Lankford and Cynthis Lummis –
inflation-adjusted earned benefits. Medicare
introduced S. 4953 on September 27. This 12-line
provides assured access to care. Together, they
bill would prevent Medicare negotiation and allow
are part of our national fabric.
prices to soar above inflation and force seniors to
face unlimited out-of-pocket drug costs. They’re not
Yet, their future and our well-being are in danger
the only ones as Republicans in both the House
from Republican candidates with plans to cut
and Senate are openly telling Americans that, if
benefits, raise costs and even jeopardize Social
they gain control, they will work to repeal the
Security and Medicare altogether. Here are 5
provisions that finally lower prescription drugs
warning signs about what could happen to our
costs for families.
financial and health security if Republicans take
control of Congress: higher costs, fewer benefits,
Warning #3: Republican senators have announced
greater risk.
plans that could end Social Security and Medicare.
Warning #1: Every Republican in Congress voted Florida's own Senator Rick Scott (chair of the
National Republican Senatorial Committee)
against lowering prescription drug prices.
announced a plan that would sunset (eliminate)
Starting in January, the Inflation Reduction Act
Social Security and Medicare without
caps monthly out-of-pocket insulin costs at $35 for congressional action every 5 years. Wisconsin
seniors on Medicare, provides free vaccines
Senator Ron Johnson says Social Security and
(including for shingles), and penalizes drug
Medicare should be turned into discretionary
companies that increase prices above inflation.
programs -- eliminating their guarantee and putting
The Inflation Reduction Act also finally gives
them at risk every year. Not to be outdone, House
Medicare the ability to negotiate the price of certain Republican leader Kevin McCarthy is joining other
high-priced drugs and caps seniors’ total out-ofleading Republicans to the financial stability of our
pocket drug costs at $2,000. These protections are economy as “leverage” to force cuts to programs
badly needed and overwhelmingly popular, yet
like Social Security and Medicare.
every Republican in the Senate and House voted
Continued on page 3
against them.
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At Stake: Social Security/Medicare
Warning #5: House and Senate Republicans have a
long history of putting Social Security and Medicare
Warning #4: House Republican leader Kevin
benefits at risk. Republican Leader McCarthy’s
McCarthy says Social Security and Medicare will be statement is right in line with years of Republican
on the budget-cutting table next year. Republican
proposed budget resolutions that would privatize
Leader McCarthy – who led his party in voting
Social Security, turn Medicare into a voucher
against lowering drug prices and against making
program, raise the age of eligibility, reduce the
billionaires pay their fair tax share– now says that
COLA, raise cost-sharing and cut benefits. Only
Social Security and Medicare cuts are fair game in
Democratic opposition prevented these assaults on
negotiations. Working women and men paid for
earned retirement and health benefits.--from the
Social Security) and Medicare–but Republican
National Democratic Seniors Council, an official
Leader McCarthy says these earned benefits should Council of the Democratic National Committee.
be on the chopping block.
Continued from page 2

On Women's Reproductive Rights
Warning #1: Republicans will attempt to pass a
nationwide ban on abortion. Already in this
Congress, Sen. Lindsay Graham (R-SC) and Rep.
Chris Smith have introduced bills to prohibit abortion
after 15 weeks nationwide, with very limited
exceptions. The legislation includes criminal
penalties for violations by doctors and abortion
providers.
Warning #2: Republicans will continue to clamp
down on women's reproductive rights at the level of
the state, including right here in Florida. Already,
Governor DeSantis has signed into law a Mississippi
type abortion ban prohibiting most abortions after 15
weeks of pregnancy with no exceptions for rape or
incest. With some Florida legislators seeking a 6week ban, and DeSantis bragging about his “100
percent pro-life record,” are even more limitations on
women's freedom in the cards in Florida?

Warning #3: Access to contraception would also be
under threat. In his concurrence in the Dobbs case,
Justice Thomas was poised to reopen the question
of rights to contraception. Following that decision,
the House of Representatives voted on a bill to
codify the right to contraception with 195
Republicans voting against it.

On Funding for Ukraine
Although a bi-partisan majority has backed
appropriations for humanitarian and military
assistance to the Ukrainians in their valiant fight
against Russian aggression, a significant number
of Republicans have opposed this aid including
11 Senators and 57 in the House. Already,
potential House Speaker Kevin McCarthy has
indicated that he might not continue this support
member if Republicans gain a majority.
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Voting in the Wake of Ian
Continued from page 1

Voting In Person

Early Voting

Hurricane Ian has forced changes in the times and
locations for In-Person Voting. Twelve Vote Center
Locations will be opened throughout the County. Any
Lee County registered voter may vote at any of these
Vote Centers regardless of their precinct.

Available through Nov.
7th from 9am-6pm

Election Day
Nov. 8th - 7am-7pm.

Vote By Mail collection boxes are located at all 12 sites where you may drop off your Vote-by-Mail ballot
through November 7th. On Election Day you may only surrender your ballot and vote in person..

All In-Person Voting Will Take Place in the 12 Vote Centers. Here Are the Locations
CAPE CORAL - LEE COUNTY LIBRARY
921 SW 39TH TER, CAPE CORAL FL 33914

LEE COUNTY ELECTIONS CENTER
13180 S CLEVELAND AVE, FORT MYERS FL 33907

EAST COUNTY REGIONAL LIBRARY
881 GUNNERY RD N, LEHIGH ACRES FL 33971

NORTH FORT MYERS RECREATION CENTER
2000 N RECREATION PARK WAY, NORTH FORT MYERS FL 33903

ESTERO RECREATION CENTER
9200 CORKSCREW PALMS BLVD, ESTERO FL 33928

NORTHWEST REGIONAL LIBRARY
519 CHIQUITA BLVD N, CAPE CORAL FL 33993

FORT MYERS REGIONAL LIBRARY
1651 LEE ST, FORT MYERS FL — VOTING ROOM ADDRESS
2450 FIRST ST, FORT MYERS FL 33901 — LIBRARY ADDRESS

SCHANDLER PARK - SUAREZ HALL
419 ROYAL PALM PARK RD, FORT MYERS FL 33905
VETERANS PARK RECREATION CENTER
55 HOMESTEAD RD S, LEHIGH ACRES FL 33936

LEE COUNTY ELECTIONS - BONITA SPRINGS BRANCH OFFICE
25987 S TAMIAMI TRAIL #105, BONITA SPRINGS FL 34134

WA-KE HATCHEE PARK RECREATION CENTER
16760 BASS RD, FORT MYERS FL 33908

LEE COUNTY ELECTIONS - CAPE CORAL BRANCH OFFICE
1039 SE 9TH AVE, CAPE CORAL FL 33990

Important: On Election Day, voting will take place
ONLY in the Vote Centers listed above, NOT in
your normal precinct voting place. If you are
planning to vote in person on Election Day,
Tuesday, Nov. 8, you must go to one of the Lee
County Voting Centers between 7AM and 7PM.

Pro-tip: with only 12 Voting Centers serving ALL of
Lee County, you may want to take advantage of
EARLY VOTING to avoid possible crowds on Election Day. You can also check on the “wait times” at
Voting Centers by going on-line to https://
www.lee.vote/Early-Voting-Information/Early-VotingWait-Times.

Share the message
#DemocratsDeliver #DemocratsCare
Stay up to date all month long. Visit our website,
LeeCountyDems.org or connect with Lee County Dems
on social media.
Facebook: @leecountydems
Twitter: @LeeCountyFLDems
Instagram: @leecountyfldemocrats
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Candidates' Corner
Governor
Lee County–there is too much at stake on November 8th for us to get this wrong.
by Charlie Crist

— after all, he cares more about the White House
than your house. Ron dodged questions about his
Choice is on the ballot. Affordability is on the
15-week abortion ban, and his silence has made it
ballot. Justice is on the ballot. The environment is
clear if he is re-elected, he will enact a complete
on the ballot. Our rights, our lives, and the future
of our Sunshine State are abortion ban. Ron is an unconscionable
governor – and if we don’t stop him now, he is
on the ballot.
going to be an unconscionable candidate for
Over the past 4 years, Ron the White House in 2024.
DeSantis has torn our
I’m running for Governor to build a Florida for ALL.
Florida apart. I don’t have
The people of our state deserve a compassionate
to tell you all that we
leader that will serve everyone, not just donors
cannot afford another
and big corporations. Our folks deserve a state
second of DeSantis’
where their rights are protected, their environment
reckless, dangerous, and
is cared for, and their voices are heard.
extreme policies.
The election is nearly upon us and the choice for
During our one and only debate you all saw first
governor couldn’t be more clear. Whether you’re
hand just how afraid Ron DeSantis is of us. He
submitting your ballot by mail, voting early, or
can’t answer for the political games he has played
voting on November 8th, make your voice heard.
— he only accepted one debate because he is
Now more than ever, we must show DeSantis that
scared to answer the tough questions.
we have had it with his culture wars and political
But I held him accountable. Ron couldn’t commit
games. Let’s go win this thing and flip Florida
to serving a full four years if re-elected governor
blue!

US Senate
"I’m Running to Win"
By Chief Val Demings

Floridian has the
opportunity to achieve the
When I launched my campaign in June 2021, I kept
American Dream like I did.
in mind my mother’s words: “Never grow tired of
I’m running to fight for
doing good.” That message has guided my
women’s freedoms, and for
campaign from day one. We took it and hit the
the rights of LGBTQ Floridians. I’m running to keep
ground running, bringing our message to voters from
our communities safe and to lower costs for working
the Panhandle to the Keys — and now, Election Day
families—and I’m running to win.
is finally here.
Polls have shown that this race is a dead heat, and
I can’t overstate how much is at stake. Time and
we need to make sure we get all of our friends and
time again, Marco Rubio has failed to show up to
family members out to vote for Democrats up and
serve the communities he’s supposed to represent
down the ballot. We can win this, but we have to get
— and when he does show up, he makes decisions
out the vote.
that hurt Floridians, like voting to cut Social Security
and Medicare benefits or supporting abortion bans
I’m so thankful for everyone who has supported me
without exceptions for rape and incest.
throughout my campaign, and I look forward to
serving you all in the United States Senate.
I’m running for U.S. Senate to fight to ensure every
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Florida Legislature
Democratic Candidate for Florida House District 78
By Howard Sapp

were and still are people that
needs help, and they are still
Hurricane Ian has affected us all in many ways. Our
absent.
hearts and prayers go out to those that lost loved
ones, their homes, and their businesses. We cannot We must, as the election date
fathom or intend to understand what you are going approaches, let our voices be
through but we can be there for you. In these trying heard. We must, in historic numbers, show up at the
times our southwest Florida community must rally
voting polls and put in office the persons that have a
together in unity and begin to lift one another up. It
heart for the people and serving the community with
doesn’t matter your race, gender, age, or political
honesty, integrity, and compassion. State
affiliation. We are ALL effected. We will come back government is making it more difficult for people of
Southwest Florida Strong.
color to vote by moving voting locations to places
difficult and inconvenient for them to get to. We
One thing I would like to point out however is that
cannot let this type of selfish and manipulative
when we experience these types of disasters,
politics prevail. I have said before, if you cannot see
leadership shows. It goes without saying and is very
the PEOPLE through the politics then your focus as
evident that our leadership has been absent. Our
a legislator is skewed.
current elected officials have avoided areas
occupied by low-income constituents and in areas of My name is Howard Sapp and I am the Democratic
people of color. Yes, we have seen their photo
Candidate for Florida’s House of Representative
opportunities but no significant substance. There
District 78 and we can win together. Let’s Do This!!!

Lee County School Board
Lee County School Board, District 4
By Debbie Jordan

Maintaining our commitment to
sound financial management
My Why. I have been a part of this community for
using the ½ sales tax to build
most of my life and I am vested, I have raised my
schools needed to keep up with
children here who are products of the Lee County
growth from 96,000 to now
School District as well as my grandchildren now. As
103.000 students.
a small business owner, I have given back to our
community, families, and children in my district and Retention and recruitment of personnel – making
county. I have the experience to continue moving
sure that our teachers are respected and heard
the district forward with the team we have put in
giving them the tools needed to be successful.
place. I understand the needs of our community and Support for Grow your Own Teacher Program.
continue to work to support those needs.
Continue to Increase family engagement as I
In the past four years on the Board, I have had the
understand that our children thrive when families
opportunity to be the Vice Chair and the Chair of the are engaged while providing a safe learning
Board for the past two years. As a board we had to environment for ALL children to and thrive.
learn how to maneuver through covid and now Ian,
My commitment is to continue to serve our
always looking to make sure we place our children’s
community, families, and children.
education first while taking care of our District and
Your vote matters in this election we must get out
County families by:
the vote in the school board races. Our children
Expanding Career and Technical Education
need us to be their VOICE. I am asking you for vote.
beginning in middle schools. A Pathway for all to
Debbie Jordan for Lee County School Board,
ensure there is an opportunity for vocational or
District 4.
higher education.
Together we can make anything happen.
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Lee County Commission
Lee County Commissioner, Write-in Candidate District 2
By Karen Watson

new Commissioner I will
offer a fresh pair of eyes
I am running for Lee County Commissioner, District
and an expansive vision. I
2 as a Write-In.
will be in the “Why Not?”
My election is At-Large which means every eligible mode, rather than the
voter through-out Lee County can Write-In my
“Why?” mode. This is what
name on the ballot and cast a vote for me. I am a
our county deserves after
life-long resident of Lee County. I am currently
elven years of the same Commissioner.
employed by Lee Health as a Medical Social
Lee County deserves a County Commissioner who
Worker. I have worked 22 years with The School
is trusted and accountable. The 2020 Census
District of Lee County and 10 years as an Executive
showed that over 50% of the county consist of
Director of a non-profit.
women and 33% are people of color. Our current
I’m running for Lee County Commissioner to ensure Lee County Commission Board does not represent
Democracy. You deserve a choice.
our county. As your County Commission, my door
will always be open and my first priority will be
Let’s not continue with the same old rule.
advocating on behalf of all citizens of Lee
As your Public Servant, you the voter will be my
County. Lee County Residents are my Special
Special Interest as well as our infrastructure and
Interest.
water. I am concerned for our future.
Now I know running as a write-in is a huge
My vision for Lee County is to have a healthy
challenge. But with your help WE CAN WIN!
thriving County. We have the right to
How can you help?
clean water.
Write-in Karen Watson and Tell Ten Friends to
I plan to work on long-range planning, and
Write-In Karen Watson for Lee County
managing of infrastructure and growth. I will take
Commissioner District 2. You’ve waited, the time is
aggressive steps to ensure that not only do we
solve the problem of blue-green algae, but that we here. Write-In Karen Watson for Lee County
Commissioner, District 2.
also have plentiful and safe drinking water. As a

Lee County Commissioner, Write-in Candidate District 4
By Jim Sheets

recently "hired" by
the Greater Fort
Ed. note: In a Common Dreams article, "In America,
Meyers Chamber of
Democracy Can Simply Be Bought by the
Commerce as CEO.
Billionaires" Michael Waldman shows us how
Mr Hamman has
Citizens United lets billionaires set the terms of
zero qualifications for
debate. Jim Sheets, a Write-In Candidate for
this job. Zero
County Commission, District 4, demonstrates how
educational qualifications. He has never owned or
the argument applies here in Lee County.
operated a business. He, like his fellow
[It's] not only billionaires. In Citizens United
Commissioner Pendergast are paid very good
SCOTUS opened the flood gates of corruption into money indeed and while being possible nice guys
the political process and essentially legalized bare are in reality nothing more than useful idiots wholly
faced bribery also known as "political contributions". in the service of developers and any other entities
Additionally add "dark money" is wholly secret and wishing to "contribute". I'm guessing that the
unaccounted for. The politicians are emboldened to GFMCC is a 501 (c) (6) not for profit corporation.
create more devious means of enriching
Continued on page 8
themselves. For example, Brian Hamman was
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Jim Sheets for County Commissioner
Continued from page 7
It pays no taxes. It is funded by memberships along
with business donations of any kind. Monies paid to
the corporation are tax deductible as a business
expense. Political contributions are not deductible
and must be reported by political candidates. The
Chamber's recent perfectly legal purchase of
Commissioner Hamman is stunning in its audacity
and provides developers, miners and cane growers

a perfect vehicle to launder additional and unlimited
"political donations" to Mr. Hammam and write them
off with no public record. The mere fact that Mr.
Hammam has never owned or ran a business of
any kind is immaterial to the Chamber as he has
been "hired" as their new President and CEO. Just
amazing.

Don't forget the other Democrats whom you
may find on your ballot, including:

Florida State Senate: Chris Proia

including Kathy Fanny, for School Board District 1;
Susan Holly, Barbara Ruben, and Roy Gibson for
Sanibel Library Board; Bonita Springs District 3:
Steven Blumrosen; Bonita Springs District 5: Jude
Richvale; for Lee County Commission, District 5
Matthew "Matt" Wood, Democrat

Also keep in mind other good Democrats in nonpartisan elections who may be on your ballot,

And be sure to Vote "No" on Lee School District
Referendum.

US House, District 19: Cindy Banyai
US House, District 17: Andrea Doria Kale

Caucus of the Month

Lee County LGBTQ+ Democratic Caucus
By Shawn M. Williams, President
This is a pretty stressful time, so we apologize in
advance for adding one more thing for you to be
stressed about.
That thing is “downballot roll-off.”

Florida Supreme Court. So
while who we vote for has
not changed (Democrats);
how we vote in Lee County
has changed (at least this
year):

I hope this finds you and your families safe and any Our 120 precincts will vote in only 12 (twelve)
damage you endured from the hurricane is material polling places for early voting and on Election Day.
and can be rebuilt or replaced. Many have lost
New voting machines are being used by the
much. We can’t afford to lose our democracy too.
Supervisor of Elections.
Hurricane Ian has changed Southwest Florida and
You may vote in-person at any Voting Center
Lee County for the foreseeable future, including
regardless of your precinct (even on Election
our midterm election. The extreme Republicans
Day, November 8).
are aiming for the LGBTQ+ community and
attempting to maintain control at every level of
We must vote early or by mail; and, we must vote
government. Roe has been
down ballot. These downballot offices don’t get as
overturned. Republicans want to give more tax
much attention, but we’re out to change that. Don’t
cuts to their donor base if they are elected and
just take my word for it, watch this to see for
control the levers of government. They crow about yourself. Strict Scrutiny host Melissa Murray
inflation, which is a global condition, but have no
explains the importance of filling out our
plan to remedy the supply side causes or rein in
ENTIRE ballot including the key role of
record corporate profits. The current Florida
Attorney General: https://youtu.be/aouhimDipxk
governor has appointed radical judges to the
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